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ARCHIVE

OF

MAINTENANCE & CARE WORK

Personal Reflection

From a very young age, I saw my mother and father
clean houses as well as my Grandmother and Grandfaclean Elementary School as janitors. I began this project
as a way to understand how a certain habits could be
passed down culturally and socially.

INTRODUCTION
Dirt is the body, the home, our environment and
all that we share. How we each respond to the
dirt that we encounter on a daily basis allows
us to think about the ordinary gestures of care,
repair and maintenance. We each have unique
relationships to dirt and the cleanliness that is
required to maintain a home. By constructing an
archive that documents and represents domestic,
exaggerated and abstracted scenes within a digital diorama begin to express specific oral histories from true voices and experiences of cleaning.
This archive is important because it brings to
light issues of socio economics, racialized histories, mental health and gendered roles within the
domestic interior.
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A clean space is highly valued in society but the
labor and work that it takes to maintain those
standards usually remains within the shadows
or along the margins. Of all the spaces, house
cleaning becomes one of the most private and
intimate acts as the stigma of the home is often
attached to the accumulation of unwanted clutter and dirt. Hygiene is a part of the modernist
architectural imaginary that has been defined
by dirty and the concealment of labor and the
equipment that is involved in the process. Although the work begins in the home, it is evident
that this work is continuous in society and I begin
to reflect how these invisible acts of care shape
the spaces around us.

As I reflect, I appreciate the daily cleaning habits that
were instilled within me. Moving away from home to go
to college, I am always reminded of the ordianary and
mundane moments within cleaning my home. These
practices became part of my daily life and something
that I hope to pass down to my children as well as the
generations after me. These movements tell a story
of my families culture and bloodline and I am curious
to learn how similar or different my cleaning habits or
thoughts on dirty are from other people. I would first
like to share my story and then open it up to others.

HABITS AND RITUALS

From the time that I can remember, cleaning and organizing
was a big part of my childhood. Growing up my parents were
not usually home throughtout the week during the day, so
my oldest sister was in charge of watching after my sisters
and I, cooking and maintaing the home clean.
As I got older I began to recognize my role within the home
as we started off each Saturday morning with out weekly cleaning routine. Cumbia and Salsa music would echo
through the house and this would shound the alarm that it
was time to get to work

I grew up around many women and saw all of us hold various responsibilites within the home as we were
required and taught to clean the “proper” way just as my mother learned from her mother. My mom would
come and check our progress throughout specific chores, reviewing and critiquing the work that we have
done. At times, she would go over the spots that we missed and found the error in our process.
While this was happening inside the home, my father would be responsible for maintaining the outdoor
spaces and yard. The idea that women work inside and the men work outside is very common in my culture and although I saw no particular problem within my home and family dynamic, I recognixe that this
thought process can be very problematic in various other households.

I have decided to keep all of the names annonymous for the
reason that a few of the quotes were very vulnerable and
honest and would like to keep it private. However I do want
to mention that most of the conversations were held with
women and people of color to represent the stories who are
not usually represented.

A few of my family memebers have been included in this
archive as it was essential for me to understand how their
relationship with cleaning has affected my process and views
on dirtiness.

ARCHIVE OF THE PEOPLE

My mom, my dad, and sisters.

Talking about one’s own dirtiniess and cleaning of the home is not an easy subject to expose to a stranger. In order to begin the converation, it was essential for me to talk about
myself and my own insecuities or struggles of
cleanliness in order for them to open up and
talk about themselves. Although many seemed
very honest and open about their stories, I understand that they only told me the parts that
they were willing to reveal.
Although I came in with simple questions
about their childhood habits and how it has
impacted them today, many chose this conversation to express specific injustices that they
may have experienced surrounding this topic.
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DIRTY
When thinking of the word dirty, I instantly draw a connection to the idea of the expectations that are desired; whatever does not fit within this image of the ‘clean’ or ‘pristine’,
should be concealed, hidden, or masked. I have lived my life
constantly trying to live up to those expectations, what is
expected from my parents, teachers, friends, strangers. As a
woman; how I should dress, act, look, feel, clean. Over time
these rituals and habits become a part of who you are, slowly
erasing who you once were.
- Valeria P.
The idea of dirty and dirtiness allows us to draw connections
within ourselves and the role that it plays within society.
There are obvious injustices that are associated with dirty
and I began to realize how it defined certain objects, places
and people. The negative connotations that were linked to
dirty allowed for exclusion and ‘otherness’ by defining what
does and doesn’t belong in society.This is a mutual feeling
that we can all relate to. Insecurities. Imperfections. We create our own boundaries and expectations . We choose what
we would define as dirty before someone can tell us otherwise based on what we see in the world. Is there anything
that is not dirty? All things can be viewed as dirty depending
how we view things - all things are tainted?
-Sarah C.

“there is no such thing as absolute dirt; its exists in the eye of the beholder.
Dirt offends against order. Eliminating it is not a negative movement, but
a positive effort to organize the environment. In chasing dirt, in papering,
decorating, tidying, we are not governed by anxiety to escape disease, but
are positively re ordering our environment making it conform to an idea.”
					- Mary Douglas

Well, the first thing I think
of is air quality. And it’s not
necessarily only about particulate, right, the dust and the
other things that are airborne,
but the the amount of oxygen
in the air, the amount of co2
without relationship, this is
a critically important aspect
of health in the building. So
when I think of cleanliness, I
think of keeping the air fresh.

“When I moved out and had
my own apartment, I was just
ecstatic that I had my own
apartment, my own place that
I could call my own. I could
clean how I wanted to clean.
Not mami’s clean. Of course,
when she came over, I wanted
to make sure it was like her
expectations, but like, still, my
clean and come to find out my
clean is exactly the same as
my mami’s, you know. But it’s,
it’s just, it’s that sense of like,
it’s mine. So I want to take
care of it.”
For me personally, like, I do
see the beauty and like, I genuinely see the beauty and like,
for me, it’s because it’s part
of the home. And I think, as a
woman, my personal belief is
like, we are the ones that like
to kind of run the home. And I
think that’s why a lot of these
responsibilities do end up
coming on to women, because
it’s like, it’s our responsibility
to, like, keep that order and
to keep it like to make it our
space to nurture, like the next
generation.

“dirtiness makes me
uncomfortable. I feel
like, if the place is dirty,
it takes away from the
home. So like, it could
be a very nice home.
But if it’s dirty, it’s ugly
to me.”
“I value this space. So I want
to maintain this space clean.”

And me as “quote on quote”,
a religious person, like, when
I clean I think it has to do so
much more. With a personal
belief and a personal moral
background to like, say, like,
I want my home to be in a
shape that is presentable to
God..

Oh, I’m so sorry. Like, I didn’t
have a chance to clean. I’m
sorry. It’s a mess. You know,
even if it’s like to them it’s
not messy. To me. I’m like, Oh,
shit. I didn’t clean the house.”

domestic space, I guess places that would be dirty or like,
things that I think have like
germs, or like could cause like,
physical harm or sickness.

So there are those sorts of
pernicious things that sneak
in, that seem innocuous, but
that have these other effects
that are not perceived immediately, but over time can be
quite injurious. So that’s another dirty aspect of, of the
accumulation of dirt. And of
course, there’s stuff that settles on the floor and settles
on any horizontal surface.
Interesting enough, they also
settle on vertical surfaces. So
cleaning is a is a process. It’s
sort of ongoing.
Yeah. I don’t know. But also,
like, when I lived with my dad,
he like smoked a lot in the
house. And like, everything
smelled like smoke. So consider that dirty. Yeah. And then. I
don’t know. It’s hard because
like, growing up with divorced
parents like to the like, both,
each house cleans differently.

The I can have like my definition, but it definitely changed.
I think like everybody’s definition not only is like different
from each other, but like really
kind of like changes and it’s
like not constant. It’s like not a
constant thing at all.

dirty can be a beautiful thing.
And beautiful thing can come
from dirtiness because people don’t might not know the
story

TYPOLOGIES

Storytelling became a large part of the what I
call the People’s archive - Through a collection
of stories from true voices and experiences of
labor I begin connecting these daily disturbances. As I created an archive of the stories, there
were prominent typologies that emerged in the
form of objects that became a visual link..This
formed..
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Grouped Objects into eight typologies

THE BATHROOM

To begin this narrative we must start at - the
bathroom. The bathroom has repeatedly been
named the dirtiest part of the home and and
for many it can be descibed as a space that
“requires” heavy chemicals. In some cases it
can begin to define how a person lives and who
they are by what they keep in the bathroom and
how well maintained it is.

“I guess I am kind of like using, like heavy chemicals to
clean the bathroom. Especially the bathroom because
I perceive it as more dirty. Or
like more deserving of like,
bleach or like Lysol, like some
heavy smelly stuff.”

“So the bathrooms are my job.
So like, if it wasn’t done the
way that she said it was done,
I had to do it until she saw
that it was clean.”

“Just like outside he’ll go
when we say bath time or
shower time, he’ll go and get
his toys and grab a toy that
he wants to bring in with him.
And honestly, it’s just any
toy that he likes. Right now.
He’s into cars. So a lot of the
time it’s like a car that he’ll
bring into the shower. But he
also brings like, random like
things... Um cup, see he likes
to take cups in there. He’ll
take cups because he likes to
like, play like, fill it with water and like for himself, play
with the water with like a cup.
From like the kitchen or like
a little bowl that he has or
something like that he’ll like
to bring it into the shower
with him. So it’s not like it’s
not even like your normal bath
toys like a rubber ducky. It’s
like random cars and bowls
and cups that he takes in the
shower with him.”

“It was DeAndres’
mom who told me as
a woman, you have to
keep your bathroom
clean. That kind of
defines, like, Are you
a clean person? Are
you a dirty person?”
“Just the corner. Like I always
look at like the corners, so I
mean, since I was cleaning,
since like, I was 10. My mom
just showed me like, Hey, this
is how you do it. I’m 21 Now,
I’ve been doing it since then.”

“So and then the bathroom
should clean it once a week,
like every single week, our
bathrooms will be clean, she
will give us a good clean towel every single day.”

“But there was one semester
where I tried to move to another building, because it had
a bigger living room space.
And I was like, more apartment like it’s in a dorm. And
that one was like an older one
that hadn’t been remodeled.
And I remember walking into
it, and I literally was like, no,
like, I need to change rooms,
at least a different room in
the same building. Because I
felt like there was mold, and
which is obviously not healthy.
That, like the tub was like, the
paint was coming off. There
were drawers at the bottom
that were broken. Um, and
during one summer that I
stayed on campus, like, the air
vents weren’t .”

THE OUTHOUSE

Cleanliness is the mark of wealth, of privilege,
of technological progress. Hitler envisioned a
“perfect clean world” and his vision was based
on the premise that all dirt could be removed
and ultimate order could be achieved. His final
solution can be understood as eliminating what
does not fit the pattern. This is just one example
of how dirty is percieved and how racism and
discrimination begin to form within society.
Portal - Sink.
Stories such as the outhouse reflect on the financial difficulties and lack of privilege a person may have struggled against, however cleaning remained an essential part of the home and
domestic culture.

“I was doing things like, you
know, we had to burn trash
there. So, making sure all the
trash was in the barrels or the
burn it. You know, the wiping
down of the counters every
week, I would want to say I think
we mopped every day. That was
like a daily thing, to mop. I can
almost remember my grandmother sweeping and mopping
like daily.”

“There’s like tile in both houses. But I think that the tile of my
dad’s house got like really dirty
for some reason. And then also
my dad work at the Tyson plant.
So like, his boots, when my parents were together, my mom
would make my dad keep his
boots outside. But when they
split he obviously didn’t do that
anymore, so he would like bring
his boots inside.”

“But I grew up with 11 of us in a two
bedroom house. We didn’t have any
running water, we had outhouse. So,
you know, kind of cleaning up those
day to day chores was like something
that everybody did. But that definitely
came from my grandmother, my great
grandmother, so to speak, like she she
was, you know, you’ll hear this, all people say cleaning is next to godliness or
whatever. Like she was that way.”

THE GARAGE / GARDEN

The car became one the the most controversial spaces, as some defined it as a different or
other type of maintenance. However, in many
ways this space becomes a part of domesticity
taken out into society, and the garage becomes
the space that tends to hold the leftovers. However once we remove the dirt and objects we
are able to understand human patterns that are
produced by the social norm.
Without dirt, I question how patterns and creative processes of ordering can be activated?

Portal - Car.

“Our family car, it was always
dirty. And they said they gave
oil changes. And I think that
also, like moved me to like, I like
my car to be clean. Yeah, I like
to make sure my maintenance is
always up to date, because I realized that’s not what I wanted.”

“He teaches me whenever he
can like today, and Sophie, this
is like you don’t want to depend
on anyone. So I’m gonna teach
you how to do it.”

“I feel like if you take care of
like it’s just like taking care of
yourself right? Like if you take
care of yourself, your appearance and stuff like you should
take care of your home and you
should take care of your car. Because if you really think about it,
like your car in your home, especially like your home, my home
is like my safe space.”

And I do that to this day, I
don’t mow the lawn, but I
clean up after storms and
things like that we live in sort
of a wooded area, the house
ends up festooned with all
kinds of tree limbs and things
like that storms deliver, we
lost some huge trees and a
storm last fall, big trees. And
that was more than I could
handle, frankly, as it was my
little chainsaw. So I hired to
help out.

I have a dog. So not only do I
have a toddler and a newborn,
I have a dog. And you know,
dogs don’t know how to use
the toilet or the restroom
or anything like that. So the
dog poops all over their yard.
And you know, that’s dirty
in itself. And then our dog
also sheds. So in the house,
when he walks through even
though he’s just walking from
his room to outside, he’s like
leaving hair behind. So even
though you don’t see it, like
on our floors, it’s there. We
have to sweep like every single day. And every single day,
there’s a lot of dirt and trash,
not trash. Like just food, like
crumbs or whatever, like all
piled up in the kitchen, the
living room, the hallway that
we have. That’s most of the
area that has to get clean, like
every day, or at least swept
every day.

“But Jeremiah goes outside.
He has his toys outside, he’ll
bring his toys from indoors to
outdoors and then we’ll just
leave them there. So even
though it is outside I would
say that it’s still a mess. If
you were to go out there
there’s toys scattered all over
the grass.”

The play pond gets dirty. We
put clean water in it. But of
course again, it’s outside. So
like when a storm comes or
when it rains, like the nasty
water, the grass dirt, like all of
that gets in the pond, the play
pond, and we have to dump it
out and rinse it out.

Like my dad’s trying to teach
him to like, at least throw
away the trash? Yeah. And
he doesn’t want to do it. And
like I keep telling them like,
that’s you have to teach them
because there’s no, I’m not
always going to be there. My
mom’s not always gonna be
there. Like, what is he going
to do depend on his girl?

Men working outside in the
rugged outdoors. All this nonsense. I mean, today, it’s much
different. And happily, so. I
think it makes my daughter
for instance. absolutely loves
working outside.

THE HOUSEKEEPER

There is no dirt without the people that produce
it. There is always someone behind the dirt, responsible for the dirt, at fault for the dirt.
The job of a housekeeper will always be necessary as cleaning is an ongoing process that has
no end and can be a difficult tasks to keep up.
Relationships and negociations can be made
with the ‘extended family’ as this chain of care
becomes essential for those who choose to hire
domestic workers.

Portal - Dog House

funny because even my building I see, you know, the people that come in at night,
every night and like whatever
they do at night allows me to
feel warm and inviting, inviting when I come in, in the
morning.. So I mean, it’s definitely a key component that
we don’t really think about

first generation born Latina,
oldest woman of the household. Um, I had to watch my
siblings all the time. You and
I had to like, I guess because
growing up like Oh, we saw
mommy clean and like she
cleaned houses coming here
to the United States. And so
to me, she was always like, if
I would have half ass-clean
something, she would go back
and she’d be like, No, eso no
esta limpio, clean it again.
And I’m like, I just cleaned
it. But to her it was like, not
clean because you didn’t
scrub it down, you didn’t
use it, so you didn’t know, it
wasn’t spotless, you know.
So I got a lot of those traits
from mommy growing up
from cleaning houses when I
used to go with her. And so
to me clean is like, getting
like cleaning it with soap and
bleach and vinegar and making sure you’re disinfecting
things and stuff. So that’s
what I used to do. I used to
clean mommy’s house for her.

“Mami started cleaning this
lady’s house when she first came
to the United States. Or like a little shortly after, she started cleaning this lady’s house, she had been
cleaning her house literally for 12
years or so. Like 10 or 12 years at
that time. And so she literally saw
me grow up and, she would give me
like her daughter’s hammy downs,
I remember a lot of the Barbie dolls
that I had it was because of her.”

“In India, a lot of people have
help that live in the house or
come everyday.. Everyday
someone would come to dust
and sweep the entire floor..
There is a lot of dust and stuff
in the air and we have all the
windows open all the time
because it is hot and to let
fresh air in so naturally you
would get dust on the floor.
So everyday a lady comes and
cleans everything and cleans
the who cleans the whole
floor.. mops with a wet cloth almost swiffers.

I think my grandma like when
my mom was growing up like
she cleaned the house and
everything and then my mom
is not a bit cleaner and was
always working. She like had
a cleaning lady and that’s
honestly totally has a relationship with like, why I don’t like
to clean I think it’s because
like Literally my mom did not
fucking teach me about cleaning at all.

THE PLAYROOM

The unending labors of cleaning within the
home whether it may be small or large acts of
care, often tend to go unnoticed. Reproducitve
labor shapes our society however we are still
suffering the social consequences of domestic labor that has historically fallen as women’s
work. Although there have been many improvements it is evident to be an issue in the world
today.
The playpen speaks to the remnants of a toddlers movements and the daily repeated cycles
that becomes hard to keep up with for many
parents.

Portal - Fire Place

think mostly it’s my wife who
has and she was raised in a
family where the kids did a
lion’s share of the work. And
her mother came around with
a white glove and said all this
is clean this up.

We came to visit my mother this weekend. And it was
clean, right. And within the
first 5-10 minutes, it was already dirty. As in, he took all
his toys out of his toy chest,
and they’re just all over the
floor. We give him chips, and
he’s 2 so he doesn’t know how
to keep things and just you
know, either in a bag or in a
bowl, or on a plate. It ends up
all over everywhere, the floor,
a trail of food, whatever we
give them.
ike Liam so like, like you know
bottles they pile up you know
when we give him a bottle um
he’s a newborn he pees hoops
a lot. And I guess I could say
with Jeremiah, so like, there’s
a lot of dirty diapers that
pile up in little caddy. So like
there’s that um, even though
he’s a little person his laundry
can pile up to when he goes
when he has blowouts or he
pees on himself or however it
comes out of the diaper.

“But like, it was mainly my
mom never really my dad.
I also think based on, how
my dad was with my mom,
you know He was very
stereotypical, with women
are supposed to cook and
clean and so she was always
doing the cleaning and the
cooking and watching the
kids while he would be on
the game watching TV or
anything like that while she
was cleaning”

Because then it’s just like, you
know, not only do we have
crumbs like outside of the
floor, and now this comes inside of the playpen. ..And then
we would have to like you
know, clean it up later. We’ve
had to wash it a few times
because he spills a lot of the
milk there. Or like the juice
or any type of drink that we
would give him he would like
to spill it. Again, he doesn’t do
this on purpose. But it’s because he has no manners. And
he’s not old enough to really
know like, Okay, I’m making a
mess. Or I shouldn’t be doing
this type of thing. But yeah,
we’ve had to wash it a few
times because it gets dirty,
and it becomes it has a lot of
stains

I think my grandma like when
my mom was growing up like
she cleaned the house and
everything and then my mom
is not a bit cleaner and was
always working. She like had
a cleaning lady and that’s
honestly totally has a relationship with like, why I don’t like
to clean I think it’s because
like Literally my mom did not
fucking teach me about cleaning at all.

Um yeah, so he has a little
table too, that he sometimes
eats at or like we tell him to
go take a go to your table, like
eat your snacks at your table.
And so he kind of gets those
little cuties left behind. The
new thing that he’s done is
that he likes to peel it himself
now, .. skin or the peel whatever the skin I guess of the
little cutie hill now I’ll leave it
everywhere so it’s like that’s
all over and then he doesn’t
even eat it anymore he just
kind of like peels it and leaves
it there and then it gets left
there and it gets like it like
kind of dries up.

because we do have a newborn. A lot of our chores and
a lot of things that should
take like be clean in our house
kind of get left behind because they’re so busy with a
newborn. So I will say that as
an example, as like laundry
piling up or we don’t make
the bed or dishes get a little
bit too like the sink gets a little bit too full with dishes. So
like things like that. So I would
say like our chores and our
cleanliness isn’t as cleanliness
as it should be because we do
have a newborn

THE ROOM

“Dirt is an analogy for disorder, but order and
disorder are in a relationship with one another.
Disorder is required for creativity, novelty, for
adventure” - Then & Now
Hygiene and aesthetics are the two aversions
from dirt, as health and human well being is
essential. However each person can define what
they desire in how a place looks, smells and
feels. The standards and boundaries that one
creates for themsleves is unique to each and we
must not hold those same expectations for others. With the differing degrees of “mess”, the
unique and creative expressions are endless.
The room becomes the safe space that allows
one to freely express and nuture creativity

Portal - Air Vent

“I feel like that would be dirty or
even if like oh, when Tatum was
here she’ll go outside and jump
on my bed and her paw prints
will be on there. Yeah, that’s
dirty so I need to clean my my
I need to clean my comforter.//
Work from home. My room was
a disaster. Yeah, there was glue
on the floor from my like school
projects. There were dishes like,
it got kind of gross at some
point.”

“it’s funny the way cleaning affects our house because it’s split
up... So I feel like it does affect
the way we clean. I think maybe
if like, our bedrooms were if it
was like a one floor apartment,
maybe we would clean our bedrooms more.. And so we would
always have our room doors
open. So you could like see into
our bedrooms from like, the living or the kitchen. And I feel like
that affected like, oh, I made my
bed today.”
“Yeah, open versus like, closed
floor plan kind of idea. Like, if I
think that someone’s gonna see
my room. I’m gonna, like, go
hard. And like, clean the beds
gonna it’s gonna look perfect.
But like, if I know, nobody’s gonna see it. I’m gonna leave my
room how it is.”

“I’ll honestly just say that like,
having ADHD is like, why I am
like, so messy with like, belongings, like, I have horrible material
management. Like, I’m trying to
get ready, the clothes go fucking everywhere. Like, I’m leaving
the house, I’m running all around
the house to find shit. Like, I
think that influences my definition of dirty because I actually
really like a clean space. And I
love to, like, clean my apartment
and have it look clean and really
nice. But it’s like, for me like a
cycle of like, doing the cleaning,
and then making it a complete
mess. But like, I have to do the
cleaning.”

“depends on what it is like a
room like you can tell a lot about
someone by how they keep
their room. But also in a way of
like, I keep my I don’t keep my
room dirty, but I keep it messy.
A messy room whenever you
like. A lot of people say a messy
room is where creativeness is
from like, the cleaner your room
is the less creative you are the
messier room is the more creative you are.”

“ I think it’s like comes from like, a
space of like, fear of judgment, like,
you know, for you. It’s like, okay,
whatever, like, I throw my clothes in a
pile on the floor, like, not that that’s
dirty, but like, you know, just whatever, maybe it’s messy, and then someone comes in, you’re like, quickly put
it away, like, out of sight out of mind.
Like no one can see that. Like, this
is like what things are like, you close
the door behind certain spaces, because you don’t want to announce”

THE KITCHEN

Selective concealment becomes part of many
people lives by choosing what is shown to the
world. The kitchen becomes the space that
tends to hold the large gathering for families
but the process beforehand is not usually shown
While historically unrecognized, reproductive
labor such as cooking, cleaning, and caring
for children has always been a major part in
the world’s necessary labor. Housework never
comes to an end; it starts over each day becoming a ritualized routine. By documenting
the fleeting movements of cleaning and its
remnants, this thesis begins to challenge the
aesthetics and spatial storytelling of cleaning
whilst also allowing voices of injustices to be
heard.

Portal - Fridge

“As a first generation, oldest sibling because we were taught to
clean and keep and maintain the
house clean as adults now, I feel,
like, a sense of like, when mami
comes like I have to hurry up and
clean my house, right? So she
doesn’t come and say, like, Oh
no, Lavaste los trastes, oh your
house is dirty. You know, to me,
I have, like, a sense of like, like,
I did something, right. When my
mom says, and she comes into
my house, and she’s like, ``Wow,
tienes todo bien limpio.”

“And I’m like sitting here thinking I’m like, oh, shoot, I didn’t
wash the dishes. And so when
she walks in, even though my
house was clean, everything else
was clean. But my kitchen, in my
my sink, my dishes were dirty.
And I felt this sense of like having to apologize to my mom, because my dishes were dirty. And
I’m like, every time something
like that, like if she comes in and
maybe like, my living room is a
little bit unorganized. I’m like,
oh, sorry, Mommy, I didn’t have
time to clean up before you got
here.”

“No, I would just say she finds
purpose for everything. Like
she’ll keep food for a long time.
And on my mom, this has expired.”

“when I think of dirty, I think of the
kitchen I think of that messes made.
Because memories was made through
it. And so like, you know, I’m telling
you about the dishes, like I see dirty
pots and pans on the stove. And yeah,
like in the dish wash, like in the in the
sink. But I really would want represent
dirty and like a sense of like, it comes
from a beautiful place. And like, I see
it like with like, dirty dishes like on the
stove and the countertops, after like,
making food for like a whole family.”

“if we sit in a high chair like in
his chair to eat, it’s still messy.
It’s still all over the table. It is on
the floor, it is all over him in his
lap. So that’s just food. And then
when we give him something
to dream about, that’s another mess. He starts playing with
the drink and he mixes his drink
with the food and then it makes
it even more disgusting mush.
the dishes even from when I was
like five years old.”

‘I guess I pump maybe five,
six times a day. So every time
I use it, I have to clean it. And
with babies and especially newborns, you have to sanitize pretty much everything like from like
the bottles or pretty much bottles and like the breast pumps
to make sure there are it’s like
extra clean for them”

“Like she had a strict system
of how everything needs to be
cleaned. And if you’re doing it
cleaning, that way, there’ll be a
problem. So instead of creating,
instead of allowing there to be a
problem, she’d like, get out the
kitchen I’m cleaning. And then
as we grew up, it was like, why
aren’t you helping me clean? It’s
like, well, you don’t like the way
we clean. So it’s just a, it’s interesting to think about the fact
that everyone has a different
way of cleaning.”

“Oh, my dad’s always saying
something to my mom. Like, oh,
he can’t be cleaning the kitchen.
My dad isn’t against doing like
chores, but just like, not in the
kitchen. Because he thinks it’s
not like masculine.”

“Like we’re cooking as a family
making those days but it was always really funny to look back
finishing tamales and like how
messy the kitchen became because of it with the masa all over
the kitchen and like the tables
and and like all the bowls used,
and like even the hands like,
you know, covered and like all
the mess and like, I think when
I think of that communal cooking.”

“what that was her way of showing love. Like, every time I came
home from school, there was
lunch. And then I would do my
homework, go play. And then
there was dinner like that was
every single day.”

“was you really my mom she
worked like 3 jobs when I was
little though it very surprising
to see that my dad never helped
out really in cleaning. Um, I
would usually help my mom
sometimes whenever she needed it. I would help her wash”

“No, mine is like the kitchen
since like, I was like eight or
something. That’s been my job.
Like, she used to make me wash
the dishes. And if she saw anything, I have to put them back
in”

“my mother) made us but kind of
like taught us to clean up a very
young age. So like are we’re doing laundry I like the age of nine.
And dishes, had a stool because
I couldn’t reach without it. But
like 7 or 8 around the same age
as like laundry. So we were definitely young. At least we started
cleaning at a young age”

“she always says, okay, when the
guests arrive, I want it to look
like no one even lives here. So
she would have everything ready.
Like all the food would be done,
but there’d be no evidence of
making the food, all of that was
gone. Hidden away even though
that’s not anything I guess really
be ashamed of it isn’t really dirty.
But like it was gone. Like magically, just gone.”

“So like growing up with just
being my sister, my mom, definitely. She’s, I also have older
parents. So that might be like,
part of it. But she definitely was
heavy into like homemaking and
like Southern hospitality and like
hosting and doing things like
that. And while we were doing
that, like me and my sister, my
mom were like, doing that for
an event. My dad was like, running errands or doing like, outside work or anything like that,
which it’s funny that he was doing outside work”

“Like the idea of entertainment.
Like that always fell on me my
mom and my sister. Yeah. So
like, my mom would be doing
most of the entertaining. Like
my sister would play piano if she
like felt like it.”

“But like, the women had like
more of a specific role in like,
tied to the house versus my dad.
Didn’t, I guess in preparation or
in that context of like a party.”

“during it, like, you’re not thinking about the mess you’re making
and like, you’re just, you know,
having, you know, that time with
family and you’re enjoying, and
you’re making jokes, and you’re
telling stories, and you’re, you
know, you’re spending time, but
I always remember like, after we
make all those tamales, and like,
our mind is not on that, literally,
after looking at the kitchen and
looking at the table, and it’s like,
whoa, like, this place is a mess.
And it’s funny, because it’s like,
like, in the process. It’s so messy.
But like our minds, not even on
that. Like, we might have little
thoughts about it, but it’s like,
it feels like it’s part of the process. It doesn’t feel like oh, like
I’m making a mess, especially in
those times where it’s like it’s a
family thing.”

THE REVEAL

Through these dioramas, I have become the
viewer into these stories from the outside and
I begin to imagine spaces as they have been
described to me with great detail. In many ways
these stories all connect to each other, although
coming from different cultures and places, they
become portals into understanding our similarities and differences.
By the use of snimations, scale and control of
the frame I have began to understand the objects that disturb the space without representation of the action of the hand.
By creating a physical thread throughout each
diorama, small portals from scene to scene
move the viewer from one story to the next and
behaves as a wormhole through the entire diorama until one finally reaches the end to view
the reveal.

Engaging the world of the other and representing
the stories of real people should not be taken lightly.
As the real world and digital collide, I recognize the
difficulty and challenges that come with this process
but this becomes an essential way to understand others, within my workW

“Places become dirty when people don’t really care, or feel any
responsibility towards anybody
else or to the space. That lack of
thought or respect toward other people means that they kind
of treat it like is whatever. But if
everyone has that same attitude
then it just compounds.”

I said the school’s purpose is to
educate. And like my school, it
wasn’t like accredited schools,
a Bible school and so they, they
a lot of the roles they had had
to do with like, the moral and
the principle as well as reasoning and so even with that, there
I felt like their reasoning and
their their principle on that was
to educate like, you have to take
care of the things that God has
given you because you know, it
was a Bible college so it’s like
it’s it’s been It’s called being a
good steward. So if like, if God
has given you a place to stay
in a home and a space like you
should learn how to take care of
that

because I’m a woman. I used to
work this job at a coffee shop.
And I would be a barista and
like making coffee drinks, serving food and chatting, chatting
it up. And at the end of the day,
I also had to lock up. And I remember, all the walls were made
of glass in a coffee shop. And
at night, when the lights are on
inside of the building, and it’s
dark outside, it becomes like a
kind of stage. And I remember
getting self conscious when I
was mopping. And just like wondering if people passing by I just
thought like that I was cleaning
staff and not like also doing all
the other work jobs. Or I just
like, kind of wondered about the
image of me cleaning to others.
A lot. And not like, it’s not that
I’m ashamed. But I’m just like, I
think I’ve become more aware
of, I don’t know, the baggage
of the reality that a lot of the
people who do the cleaning and
maintenance work are people of
color.

“It’s something that brings me
joy in my own home, like I like
caring for my living space and
maintaining it. But out in public,
like getting paid to do it, picking
up after others is where it kind of
turns into something that gives
me some anxiety. I feel like I start
wondering if it’s expected of me
because I’m brown. And my last
name is Cervantes”
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DOMESTIC DISTURBANCE
Bodies of work and knowledge that engage
forms, media, and methods that your work
engages.

Despues el trabajo

Domestic OrbitsPrinted Matter

No Splash

Architecture’s tendency
to conceal domestic
spaces

Paul Smith Store, Los
Angeles

JAY LYNN GOMEZ
FRIDA ESCOBEDO
ANDRES JAQUE

Phantom Pavilion
Mies in the Basement
Plan of the intervention
and the exhibited
objects
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DOMESTIC
SCENES

“A counter-history of
Modern Architecture
that questions the
duality among the
visible/invisible, those
who count
and those
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DOMESTIC ORBITS
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“Draws attention to the
domestic workers and
other laborers who
support the rich - and
rarely get the attention
they deserve”

MIES AS
RENDERED
SOCIETY “PHANTOM
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GLOSSARY

DIRTY

DISTURBANCE

not clean or pure a
tool used for exclusion, othering or
subordination

a departure from a norm or standard :
a deviation, disruption or impairment in
form, function, or activity

Douglas, Mary. (1966) Purity and Danger
Friedan, Betty (1963) The Feminine Mystique
Hayden, Dolores (1981) The Grand Domestic Revolution
Escobedo, Frida. An extended Family
Escobedo, Frida. Domestic Orbits

MAINTENANCE
The act of keeping property or equipment in
good condition by making repairs, correcting
problems

Frichot, Helene (2019) Dirty Theory : Troubling Architecture
Weschler, Lawrence. Domestic Scenes : The Art of Ramiro Gomez
Jaque, Andres. Mies in the Basement : The Ordinary Confronts the Exceptional in the Barcelona
Pavilion
Ukeles, Mierle Laderman (1969) Manifesto for Maintenance Art

ASSUMED VALUE

SELECTIVE
CONCEALMENT

those who are overlooking and undervaluing labor

Specific components that are deemed as defective, flawed or cluttered are hidden from the
user's/outsider’s viewpoint.

DOMESTIC LABOR
practice implemented within daily ritual that
has been passed down throughout time.

INJUSTICE
recognizing, repairing, and reintegrating those economic-political -cultural-social, and environmental practices that have
been erased by the colony due to injustices.

DOMESTIC DISTURBANCE

